Theatrical Romance

Marty Bell spent 25 years producing on and off Broadway, focusing primarily on
developing new musicals. The 20 shows in which he participated won 27 Tony Awards and
received 88 nominations. Clearly, he’s a guy whose creative brain will never rest as long as
there’s a story to be told.
Playing Opposite is his debut novel. It is a wondrous package, not “just” a novel. Who
better to tell the story of an actor and actress who fall in love while playing romantic leads,
and then have to repeat the performance of love at various times over the next 40 years—
regardless of how they really feel?

The “package” is that this book comes with an extraordinary marketing program that
leverages Marty’s connections with theatrical elite, on Broadway and beyond New York.

Multiculturalism on Trial

Bruce Westrate
On an early morning one November, two hunters emerge from their pickup in a forest
north of the town of Principia, Wisconsin, intent on bagging a buck before noon. While preparing
the site, their attention is riveted to a nearby stand of beech trees. The two friends get vastly
more than they bargained for, as they stumble across a revival of the ancient, banned Hindu rite
known as sati.
A ten-year old girl, burned to death on the funeral pyre of her “husband,” becomes the
focal point of a trial in which her father-in-law, Sirkar Swaraj, is called to account for complicity in
the ceremony which took her young life.
During the trial, nationwide publicity descends on Principia, while conflicting interest
groups scramble for their respective, metaphorical share of the little corpse, all the while driven
by political ambition, ethnic grievance, religious fanaticism, and academic posturing. Allen
Southworth, a driven prosecutor in the throes of a mid-life crisis, hires a brilliant South Asian
attorney, Samantha Desai, to assist in the prosecution, a decision that ultimately will threaten
both the complacency of his mind and the stability of his rutted marriage.
Southworth’s complications are compounded by the revelation that his old law partner, an
African-American pillar named Madison Fulbright, will be representing the defendant. By the end
of the trial, Southworth’s depthless self-possession becomes captive to a trial dynamic laced with
juridical contretemps and intellectual pyrotechnics. Facing a “trial of the century,” this will prove
to be the contest of a lifetime for them both.
The controversy enveloping the defendant, Sirkar Swaraj, morphs into a multicultural
hornet’s nest in which the “right” to practice the rite of sati places Western Civilization itself on
trial, along with any who remain willing to defend it.
The shocking climax hints at the grave peril lurking in our own place, in our own in time.

A True Conspiracy Theory

On Vandalia Mountain
Frederick Nordahl Prichard
Winner 2020 West Virginia Writers Contest

After resigning his professorship, William Hunter Walker moves to an isolated foot of West Virginia’s
Vandalia Mountain. His girlfriend, Kate Baily, is visiting his cabin.
The irascible Chris Moody, his alcoholic friend, swears he saw a cougar on the mountain. Griz, as he
prefers to be called, takes it as proof of his conspiracy theory. West Virginia’s Division of Natural Resources claims
the eastern cougar is extinct in the state. Griz believes they know of the endangered species’ existence and keep it
secret to shield coal and timber operations from environmental regulations.
The skeptical Walker calls Griz out by offering his video-camera to plant on the mountain. Griz agrees. His
bluff called, Walker faces Kate, indignant at Walker’s outing while she’s visiting. She leaves.
Griz shows up with Budweiser and a baby lamb. Walker is disgusted by Griz’s plan to butcher it as bait.
When they reach the summit, Griz draws a pistol and drops the lamb. Walker dives on Griz; the pistol fires. The
bullet hits Griz’s thigh and he bleeds profusely. The contrite Walker agrees to truss the dead lamb before the
camera for Griz. Bleeding slowed, they hobble to pitch a tent for the night. It rains and sleets. When they awake,
everything is covered in ice—and Griz is out of beer. He goes into DTs, thrashing violently. Walker lashes him into
a sleeping bag and drags him along the ice. As they pass the camera-set, Walker sees the lamb is gone, and round
footprints mark the snow. The video shows a cougar making off with the lamb.
Attempting to tow the comatose Griz across a raging river to medical help, Walker gets frantic when the
limbs of an overturned, floating tree snag Griz and drag him into a whirlpool.
Walker is charged with Griz’s murder. The overzealous prosecutor subjects Walker to a brutal
interrogation. He signs a bogus confession. Only then does a judge authorize his court-appointed attorney, Leon
Gordon. Gordo makes good money representing high-dollar, civil defective-product cases. His passion is pro bono
criminal defense.
As Gordo prepares his defense, Walker meets the sexy, assistant of a consultant Gordo has hired. Lucinda
Zubov and Walker fall for each other. She moves into Walker’s cabin and takes control of his life, soon testifying
against him. The prosecution presents a portrait of Walker as a methodical killer and is winning when Gordo turns
the tables by introducing his surprise expert. Johnny Shield is a disgruntled state wildlife biologist who blows the
whistle. His testimony lays bare the covert program to erase evidence of cougars. The judge grants a mistrial.
Gordo is driving Walker home, Lucinda still living at his cabin. Gordo thought of this and arranged for a
police escort, officer Sid Reily, to evict her. As they pull up to the cabin, Walker cannot control his lust to see her
alone. He believes she is carrying his baby, as she testified in court. Walker rushes ahead of Gordo and Reily. He
sees Lucinda, her abdomen flat. She reacts violently, grabbing the kitchen knife. Reily intervenes.
Weeks later, Walker hears there has been an 800-point drop in the Dow Jones Index, a record plunge
linked to revelations in his case. Given the evidence of eastern cougars, the Governor of West Virginia has
suspended all coal and timber operations. Fearing a shutdown of industry, investors are pulling their money.
The phone rings, and it is Kate, ready to return.

Ugly (Rich) Family Drama

Shelf Life

Martin Sneider
Gunther Berg, a powerful New York attorney, resists his daughter Maddy’s plan to marry
Max Feldman, an ambitious fashion merchant who intends to open his own store⎯with the help
of Maddy’s trust fund. Maddy is madly in love with Max and rejects her father’s warnings.
Max and Maddy’s older son Josh is the narrator of the story. Josh idolizes his father who
invites him to envision the day when father and son will lead Massimo Fratelli, Max’s shoe chain.
In his teens Josh learns of Max’s betrayal of his own father, Sy. He is also cautioned by his
younger brother Rand, his mother and ultimately by wife Amy to be wary of Max. Josh downplays
the warnings. He ignores evidence of his father’s treachery preferring to focus on Max’s
merchandising genius and his own ambitions to work alongside his father and to succeed him.
The lure of acceptance in high society, pitched battles with Maddy, an affair with a country
club pal, threat of taking his company public, and discovery his son is gay drive Max to the brink.
Josh is fired—losing everything he had wanted. And then, thanks to his mother’s brilliance,
he comes back. Frail and aging, Gunther comes back, too.
Ultimately, Josh’s true love is retailing, not Massimo Fratelli. What he does next is a
triumph, making his family proud—except for Max, who retires to a bungalow in Florida.

A Vivid New Christmas Carol
Illustrated by Casey S. Fritz, this is a treasure—a gift for generations!

An Adventure for Children of a Digital Age

From an award-winning author comes a book with
unforgettable images and a simple, motivating story

THE WORLD IS OUT THERE: The Chronicles of Harry and Finn –– Story 1
. . . is a children’s book created to call us all back to the visceral experiences of the physical, tactile, emotionally lit
world around us.
The book is about the joy and power of immersive, physical experience. Like Where the Wild Things Are before it, this
is a rare, completely immersive children's book that will be loved by children from 3 to 8 to 80 years old. The book is
visually staggering and will be gifted and read at all ages, for ages.
The Story
A world-traveled tree lizard named Finn notices a young boy sitting in his room, motionless, surrounded by light.
Venturing in to check on the boy, Finn discovers Harry entranced, staring at one of the multiple screens throughout his
bedroom. Finn approaches the boy and in the conversation that unfolds, Finn shares his daring adventures all over the
world, reminding Harry of the physical adventure awaiting just outside his room. Finn takes us all on an extraordinary
journey through his life experiences in the world, that call Harry and us all to come and explore, play, taste, smell, see
and be immersed in feeling.
The Platform
From the visionary mind and original imagination of award-winning author Jamie Mustard THE WORLD IS OUT
THERE is positioned with distinct advantage through the proof of concept of Mustard’s breakout work, The Iconist: The
Art and Science of Standing Out. Winner of the 2019 OWL Award (Outstanding Work in Literature) The Iconist is not
only fresh (pub date Oct 1, 2019), but building attention, an Amazon Bestseller in both Marketing and Pop Culture
categories, with sales increasing week over week. The OWL Award is decided by the largest e-commerce book seller in
the world Bookpal, with his competition including Malcolm Gladwell.
The momentum of The Iconist and Jamie Mustard’s growing platform as Speaker, Thought Leader and Creative and
Business Emcee will be utilized––in its entirety––to expand into Children’s Fantasy, Parenting, Education and
Librarian platforms. His evangelism will include every public appearance, interview and article, as well as every
celebrity and global thought leader contact in his reach––which, having grown up in inner city Los Angeles and then
attending the London School of Economics, and living, working and creating all over the world, is rich and
substantial. At Content London, (the world’s largest conference for scripted drama), Jamie was interviewed together
live on stage with Mindhunter lead actor, Holt McCallany, and was featured alongside Kate Blanchett, Simon Pegg and
Julian Fellows.
Jamie has most recently been featured on NPR, ABC News, Psychology Today and FLAUNT magazines as well as
dozens of top branding and big idea podcasts.

Power of Commitment
Produced as a gift for the children and families of children with cancer served by the nonprofit, One Summit. A couple of Navy SEALs founded the organization,
and the Executive Director produced this book specifically for their constituents.
It has never been sold, and One Summit has a robust storytelling vision included here that
illustrates how they and their trustees have committed to making this book a centerpiece of
their communications program.
The support for this book, and One Summit’s goals, is international.

Everyone is afraid of something. I don’t care who you
are, if you are being honest, somewhere deep down,
there is something that terrifies you. My little brother
runs every time he hears the buzzing of a bee. Even if I
tell him it’s just a fly, he won’t believe me. The thing is,
he’s never even been stung. I can’t imagine how bad it
will be when that day comes. And I have this friend –
Jordy – who is twelve, just like me, and she still sleeps
with a night-light on. I could go on, but over the past few
months I’ve learned that these are all silly fears.
Then, of course, there are the big fears, like maybe
dying in some horrible way. Like, what if I get eaten alive
by a great white shark or smashed by a falling piano?
Or perhaps I’m walking in the mall, minding my own
business when zombie aliens attack. . .

Thus begins the adventure of a child attacked by a deadly disease that she battles
courageously with the help of surprising heroes. And she wins!

Maryann Karinch, Founder
mak@RudyAgency.com

Maryann Karinch founded The Rudy Agency in 2004 and has
placed titles in the categories of business, performance
improvement/self-help, relationships, sports/fitness, reference,
military history, current events/history, medicine, mental health,
memoir/biography, science, and true crime. She is also the author
of 33 books, most of which focus on human health and behavior.
She is a member of The Authors Guild and The Explorers Club.
She holds Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees in Speech and Drama
from The Catholic University of America in Washington, DC. A
former competitive athlete in gymnastics, body building, and
adventure racing, she is also a Certified Personal Trainer through
the American Council on Exercise.
Maryann works collaboratively with other agents to ensure
the best representative for her authors.

